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Materials, building
and sustainability*
The way people live tells us a lot about their lifestyle patterns
and choices, as well as what they value.
The artists in APT7 use different materials to create art works
to share ideas about their cultural backgrounds and upbringings.
Look at the ways artists use materials to communicate spiritual
or cultural importance.
Think about the many buildings you have visited, both in Brisbane and in
other cities and towns. As you walk around QAG and GOMA, you will notice
that some of the buildings are made from interesting materials.

Hear from APT7 artists!
Scan the QR codes to
learn more.

Edwin ROSENO | Indonesia, b.1979
‘Green hypermarket’ series 2011–12
Watermall, QAG

Indonesian artist Edwin Roseno is a photographer
who borrows plants from friends and neighbours
and arranges them in containers bought in
supermarkets. The artist is very concerned
about consumer waste — he wants us all to
be responsible for developing sustainable
living practices.
Edwin Roseno / Indonesia b.1979 / Lucky bamboo (Dracaena) (from ‘Green hypermarket’
series) 2011–12 / Digital colour print on aluminium / 40cm (diam.) / Image courtesy: The artist /
© The artist
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Do you recognise any brands on the tins,
bottles and containers?

MADEIN COMPANY | China, est. 2009
Spread 201009103 2010
Gallery 5, QAG

Artists sometimes remake everyday things in
new and interesting ways to make us take notice
of them. This installation Spread 201009103
2010 was inspired by two comic book images,
one of a forest and one of a rainbow.

Years P—7

• Does this art work look realistic to you?
future, do you think we will have
• Inanytheforests
to enjoy? Why?
MadeIn Company / Est. 2009 / China / Spread 201009103 (detail) 2010 / Nylon, plywood, plaster, acrylic, paint, spray /
paint, palm fibre, plastic / 500 x 400 x 400cm (installed, approx.) / Image courtesy: The artists / © The artists

Ruangrupa | Indonesia, est. 2000
THE KUDA: The Untold Story of Indonesian
Underground Music in the 70s 2012
Gallery 3, QAG

For APT7, ruangrupa, a group of Indonesian
artists, has created a mini-museum of
memorabilia* relating to a made‑up Indonesian
rock band popular in Brisbane in the 1970s.

Y ears P—3

types of memorabilia have the
• What
artists created?
you collect any memorabilia of
• Do
your own?
do you display your own
• Where
collection?

Years 4—7

does the art work tell you about
• What
what life might have been like in

Ruangrupa / Est. 2000 / Indonesia / THE KUDA: The Untold Story of Indonesian Underground Music in the 70s
2012 / Band art work / Commissioned for APT7 / © The artists / Image courtesy: The artists

Indonesia in the 1970s?

do you think was important to
• What
the band members?
does this band compare to music
• How
groups today?

Did you know?
The artists of ruangrupa think that AC/DC
is Australia’s best ever rock band!
Have you heard of AC/DC?

ITY

Design a T-shirt for
your favourit e rock band!
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front

Remember to include the
following in your design:

• the band name or logo
image that
• anillustrates
the type
of music the band
makes

back

Y ears P—7
Think about how Huang Yong Ping
has used this space.

snake reaches up to the sky
• The
and sits over a body of water —
do you think the sky and the
water are part of the art work?

• What materials have been used?
structure is both monstrous
• This
and magical. How does the size
of the work make you feel?

Huang Yong Ping / China/France b.1954 / Ressort (installation view, QAG) 2012 / Aluminium, stainless steel /
5300cm (l) / Commissioned for APT7 and the Queensland Art Gallery Collection / Purchased 2012 with funds
from Tim Fairfax, AM, through the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery
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Huang Yong Ping |
China/France, b.1954
Ressort 2012
Watermall, QAG

Huang Yong Ping has created snake skeleton
sculptures in many different countries around
the world. In many Asian countries, snakes are
seen as symbols of good luck or protection.
you think of other symbols and their
• Can
meanings in different cultures?
are some similarities and differences
• What
between the art works by Huang Yong Ping

and Tiffany Chung? (Clue: Think about size,
materials and themes.)

Tiffany Chung / Vietnam b.1969 / roaming with the dawn – snow drifts, rain falls, desert wind blows (detail) 2012 /
4000 glass animals, wooden plinth / 50 x 1000 x 700cm (installed, approx.) / Commissioned for APT7 and the
Queensland Art Gallery Collection / Purchased 2012. Queensland Art Gallery / Collection: Queensland Art
Gallery / Image courtesy: The artist
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GIMHONGSOK | South Korea, b.1964
Canine Construction 2009
Level 2 landing, goma

Gimhongsok is an artist from South Korea, and he
has used just one material to create this sculpture.

animal does the sculpture look like?
• What
(Clue: Look at the title.)
the
What do you think the sculpture is
Check abel
•
l
k
r
made from?
art wo if you
to see rect.
r
• Have you heard of this material?
are co

Gimhongsok / South Korea b.1964 / Canine Construction 2009 / Resin, ed. 1/2 / 162 x 235 x 88cm /
Purchased 2012. Queensland Art Gallery / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery / © The artist

TE wei | china, 1915–2010
Where is Mama? 1980
GOMA Foyer

How does
Te Wei
use anima
tion
to retell tr
aditional
stories for
children?

The famous Chinese
animator Te Wei used
traditional painting styles
together with new animation
techniques to create films
to retell popular Chinese stories
and fables for new generations of children.
Te Wei / China 1915–2010 / Production still from Where is Mama? (detail) 1960 / Image courtesy: China
Film Archive

E D U C AT I O N

KWOMA ARTS | Collaborative
group | Kwoma people,
Tongwinjamb

Koromb (Spirit house) 2012
Gallery 1.2, GOMA

In the Sepik region of Papua New Guinea,
the largest and most imposing structures in
the village are special houses that men create
for their spirits. These structures are decorated
with paintings and carvings which tell important
stories about the time of creation, as well as the
beliefs of the community. They are places where
people gather to hold ceremonies and discuss
important issues. Called koromb, these buildings
are the heart of the community.

Did you know?
Koromb is the Kwoma people’s
name for a spirit house.

Kwoma Arts / Collaborative group / Est. 2012 / Kwoma people, Tongwinjamb / Team leader Anton Waiawas /
Tongwinjamb, b.1952 / Collaborating artists / Kevin Apsepa / Ambunti, b.1971 / Simon Goiyap / Mino, b.1973 /
Jamie Jimok / Tongwinjamb, b.1982 / Nelson Makamoi / Tongwinjamb, b.1982 / Rex Maukos / Tongwinjamb,
b.1964 / Terry Paikey / Tongwinjamb, b.1974 / Koromb (Spirit house) 2012 / Synthetic polymer paint, plywood,
blackbutt, steel / Installed dimensions variable / Commissioned for APT7 and the Queensland Art Gallery
Collection / Purchased 2012. Queensland Art Gallery / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery
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Take a closer look at the paintings on
the ceiling of the koromb. Each panel
depicts a totem of an artist’s clan.

Look at the colours of the paintings in
the koromb.

• What colours have been used?
do you think the pictures
• What
are about? (Clue: Look for animals

• What animals or plants can you see?
were to represent yourself as
• Ifanyouanimal,
which animal would you

and plants.)

be and why? (For example, you might
choose a dolphin because you are a
good swimmer.)

Look out
for Nguyen
Manh Hung’s
Living
together in pa
radise
2009 in Galle
ry 3.1,
GOMA.

Nguyen Manh Hung refers to his art
work Living together in paradise as a
‘vertical village’. Although it is built like
an apartment block, each level is really
a house you would normally see in a
farming area or village in Vietnam.

are the similarities and differences
• What
between Nguyen Manh Hung’s art work and
the koromb?

Nguyen Manh Hung / Vietnam b.1976 / Living together in paradise (detail) 2009 / Mixed media
installation / Installed dimensions variable / © The artist / Image courtesy: The artist and Art Vietnam
Gallery, Hanoi

does Nguyen Manh Hung’s building tell
• What
us about life in urban Vietnam?

Richard MALOY |
New Zealand, b.1977
Big Yellow 2012
River Room, GOMA

New Zealand artist Richard Maloy makes huge
structures out of everyday materials. He draws
people into his works by encouraging them to
explore strange-looking spaces. His bright yellow
work for APT7 uses painted cardboard boxes
held together with tape.
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does this art work make you feel?
• How
What does it make you wonder?
Maloy likes to connect his art
• Richard
work with his audience. How do you
think he does this with Big Yellow?

Richard Maloy installing Big Yellow 2012, GOMA, November 2012

Shirley Macnamara | Australia,
b.1949 I Indilandji/Alyawarre
people QLD
Wingreeguu 2012
Gallery 3.3/3.4, GOMA

Shirley Macnamara lives on a cattle property,
near Mount Isa, in regional Queensland.
Aboriginal people have long used spinifex (a spiny
grass) to make shelters and comfortable mats
for sleeping, and these creations have inspired
the artist’s work for APT7. In her work, fine
strands of spinifex are interwoven with the sturdy
branches of an upturned turpentine shrub.
Macnamara likes to observe the small insects
and animals that make the spinifex mounds on
her property their homes.

Did you know?
Spinifex is a native grass that can be found
in the outback, as well as on the beaches
of Australia’s coastline.
Shirley Macnamara / Australia b.1949 / Indilandji/Alyawarre people QLD / Wingreeguu 2012 / Turpentine shrub
(Acacia lysiphloia) woven spinifex fibre (Triodia pungens), ochre, synthetic polymer fixative / 190 (h) x 240cm
(diam.) / Commissioned for APT7 / Courtesy: The artist and Alcaston Gallery, Melbourne / © The artist
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• Can you describe a reflection?
can you tell that this building might
• How
belong in Japan?
Y ears 4—7

Takahiro Iwasaki / Japan b.1975 / Reflection Model (Perfect Bliss) 2010–12 / Japanese cypress, wire / 150 x 280 x
194cm / © The artist / Image courtesy: The artist and ARATANIURANO, Tokyo / Photograph: Keizo Kioku

Takahiro Iwasaki | Japan, b.1975
Reflection Model (Perfect Bliss) 2010–12
Gallery 3.5, GOMA

Takahiro Iwasaki makes miniature replicas of
historical temples and modern industrial sites.
He shrinks the size of real buildings and displays
his sculptures in galleries and museums, which
are far removed from the original building’s
location. He does this to make us think about
these buildings in a new way.

Reflection Model (Perfect Bliss) 2010–12
is a scale model made using Japanese
cypress. It is a model of a eleventh-century
Japanese Buddhist temple, which is very
well known in Japan.
do you think people in Japan
• Why
admire this building?
your own research to find out
• Conduct
which Japanese coin features an image
of this building?

Did you know?
An image of this building features on a
Japanese coin. Are there any pictures of
buildings on Australian coins?

This artist has created a project just
for Kids’ APT7. (Clue: Look out for the
telescope at QAG!)

Ref lect ion draw ing

Draw a reflection of Brisbane’s Story Bridge.

• What does this important Brisbane structure say about our city?
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